For greater value foreign exchange
We are central to your strategy
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About us
Central FX is a division of Central Markets (London)
Ltd, which is a privately owned company based in
the City of London, and is Authorised and
Regulated by the Financial Services Authority.
Central FX, a division of Central Markets, was created to offer both corporate
clients and individuals a foreign currency management service. Based in the
financial heart of the City of London, we are positioned to offer our clients
both competitive rates of exchange and tailor-made solutions for the
management of their foreign currency.
Relationships with our clients are paramount; we offer unrivalled customer
service and a pro-active approach to ensure that our clients are avoiding the
pitfalls that today’s currency markets create. In what are still uncertain times
within the economy, the currency markets are volatile and unpredictable. We
are here to assist and guide our clients through this to protect bottom lines
and negate the risk that still affects many.

Specialists in providing
cost effective FX
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We offer competitive rates of exchange as
well as a pro-active management service.
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Business
Every business is affected by foreign currency in different ways. This is
why each of our clients is assigned a dedicated currency specialist who
will act as your sole point of contact as well as having a personal
understanding of your requirements. They will work with you to create
and develop a currency strategy that is specifically suited to your needs.
Timing is crucial when it comes to the buying and selling of foreign currency. We keep our clients up to date
on the currency markets to ensure that they are kept up-to-date with all relevant economic data. Part of our
service is to aid our clients in making informed decisions when buying or selling currency.
We offer consistently better rates of exchange as well as a pro-active management service. Coupled with
world class payment processing systems, we provide you with the ability to manage and track your
payments simply and cost-effectively, adding value to your bottom line.

Personal
For individuals who need currency, whether it be for purchasing a
property overseas, or settling an invoice in a different country, Central FX
offers the same competitive prices that we offer our corporate clients.
We work closely with individuals, keeping them up-to-date with all
stages of the payment process to give them peace of mind, knowing
that the funds will be sent and received quickly and efficiently.
We are opposed to the idea of call centres and automated systems which can often be found with larger
institutions. At Central FX relationships with our clients are key. As such we provide an unparalleled
bespoke personal service that means our clients have a specialist who understands their requirements and
who will be their point of contact throughout the payment process.
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Security
Central FX is a division of Central Markets (London) Limited which is
authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.
Central FX is also regulated by HMRC and is fully compliant with all Anti Money Laundering procedures.
We operate segregated client transaction accounts through our counterparty banks based in the UK.

World class payment
processing systems and
the ability to manage
and track your payments
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